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MA R K I N G THE B R A N D’ S F IR ST CITY RETREAT AND DEBUT IN EUR OP E ,
GALLERIA VIK MILANO IS POISED TO BECOME ONE OF THE MOST COVETED
DESTINATIONS IN THE VIBRANT METROPOLIS OF MILAN.

Vik Retreats, the internationally renowned set of retreats celebrated worldwide for their outstanding
locations, architecture, exceptional design, unparalleled art and décor, and warm, convivial service, is
thrilled to announce their foray outside of South America with the debut of Galleria Vik Milano, the first
Vik Retreat set within a city. The hotel, formerly the TownHouse Galleria, is undergoing a comprehensive
renovation under the leadership of innovators Alexander and Carrie Vik. Galleria Vik Milano is a celebration
of history, culture, art, architecture, and spirit through its distinct design, highlighting artistry from the
past and present to create a truly unique experience.
Galleria Vik Milano is ideally located in the historical center of Milan and housed within the Galleria
Vittorio Emanuele II, one of Italy’s most iconic landmarks. Originally designed in 1861 by Giuseppe
Mengoni and built between 1865 and 1877, the Galleria is named after the first King of the Kingdom of
Italy, Victor Emmanuel II. The five-story structure features two-glass vaulted arcades and a massive
central dome connecting the Piazza del Duomo to Piazza della Scala, creating an architecturally striking
location for the retreat. Today, the Galleria is home to many of the most celebrated fashion brands in the
world and is known as the living room of Milan, where the Milanese gather.
Carrie & Alex Vik have reimagined the interiors of Galleria Vik Milano and have retained renowned architect
Marcelo Daglio to assist with the renovation of the property. Situated in the heart of Milan, Galleria Vik
Milano is the perfect location from which to experience the city’s fêted attractions. Guests will be within
steps of Milan’s treasured landmarks, boutiques and high-end retailers, bustling businesses, as well as
many of the best restaurants and museums in the city.

As with all Vik Retreats, art and design will play a central role at Galleria Vik Milano. Upon entering
the reception, guests will be welcomed by Auguste Rodin’s famed bronze sculpture, The Thinker,
in monumental scale as well an immersive dry fresco covering the ceiling and walls by Italian artist,
Alex Folla. The art prominently features eight mythological figures holding up the world. The
strong architectural features of the hotel will be reinforced by hand painted murals and frescos
with a focus on Italian artwork, in addition to an extensive collection of international art and a mix
of curated contemporary, midcentury, vintage and antique furniture. Each corridor will boast a
variety of impactful art, some fully covering the walls in a continuum of immersive paintings.
Galleria Vik Milano will feature 90 unique suites singularly designed to showcase remarkable art, décor,
views and experiences. The suites will be graced by many site-specific installations by Uruguayan,
Italian, and international artists. The first section of the 5th floor features wall paintings and canvases by six Uruguayan artists, many of whom Carrie and Alex and have been working with for
over a decade, beginning with the first Vik Retreat, Estancia Vik José Ignacio in Uruguay. The guestroom walls are finished in stucco veneziano, a luxurious Italian design technique, with twenty
different color variations that complement the suite’s decor. The colorful palates were selected by
Carrie and Alex, at times working with artists to determine the colors based upon their joint vision.
The retreat hotel features singularly designed bathrooms, some are site specific art installations
while others feature exceptional marbles.
Guests of Galleria Vik Milano enjoy fresh, healthy and delicious seasonal food and beverages at
Vikissimo, the inspirational art gallery restaurant overlooking the famous bull of the Galleria. The
restaurant will feature white stucco veneziano and upholstered walls, complimented by an innumerable variety of colorful marble tables, with the restaurant showcasing work from many of the
artists represented at Galleria Vik Milano. A perfect gathering space for meeting, working, eating,
relaxing and fun, Vikissimo will be open daily for breakfast, lunch, evening aperitifs, dinner, and
late-night music, drinks and dancing. Vikissimo will also feature a bar where guests can enjoy tasting VIK wines.
A lively courtyard restaurant, SPOtto, connecting Galleria Vik Milano, Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II and
the Via Silvio Pellico will open in the summer of 2019. With a great location, positive energy, delicious
and delightful food and drink it promises to attract the Milanese and their guests.
On the rooftop of the Galleria, a favorite pizzeria of the Milanese, I Dodici Gatti, is named after the 12
legendary wild cats of the Galleria. The restaurant offers an assortment of traditional and creative
wood-fired Neapolitan style pizzas, crafted from the finest ingredients, including homemade mozzarella. The menu also showcases the perfect selection of exceptionally prepared Italian comfort
food and drinks including all the VIK wines.
Galleria Vik Milano is accessible via the Milan Linate and Malpensa airports, serviced daily from
international airports around the world.

For

Press Inquiries please contact Meg Connolly Communications, vik@mcc-pr.com
212-505-8200. For additional information please visit www.galleriavikmilano.com.

GDS codes for Galleria Vik Milano include the below: Amadeus YX MILTHE | Sabre YX 112077 |
Galileo/Apollo YX 85492 Worldspan YX MILTH | Pegs ADS YX 77851 | Travelweb YX 77851
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